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GaN, AlN and InGaN have a polar wurtzite structure and epitaxial films of these materials typically 
grow along the polar axis. Although the polarity of these nitrides has been studied by quite a number 
of techniques, many results in the literature are in conflict. In this paper an attempt is made to lay out 
a set of polarity assignments to provide a context for discussion of these results. A “standard 
framework” is proposed to correlate the disparate results, and the framework is used to draw general 
conclusions about the polarity of bulk crystals, VPE and MBE epitaxial films, and devices. 

 

1 Introduction

Success in the field of nitride semiconductor research
has required participants to recognize that the nitrides
are very different from the traditional III-V semiconduc-
tors. [1]. One important difference that has often been
ignored is the fact that epitaxial growth of nitrides is
typically done along a polar axis of the material.  [a]
The polarity has been overlooked for mostly experimen-
tal reasons; it has been difficult to measure which polar-
ity is which. For example, convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED) done by different transmission elec-
tron microscopists has given contradictory results. Con-
ventional diffraction techniques are prevented by
symmetry from distinguishing the two orientations. In
addition to the experimental difficulties, discussion of
the polarity issue has been hindered by the use of con-
fusing terminology. [2] Recent device work has deter-
mined the piezoelectric polarity, but confusion
concerning sign conventions for piezoelectric coeffi-
cients has left the crystallographic polarity unresolved.
This paper will critically review the status of polarity
determinations in GaN, including recent work correlat-
ing etching, surface structure, and device results. A set
of polarity assignments, which we call “the standard
framework”, is laid out so that conflicts in the literature
can be examined and discussed.

2 Which Face is Which?

Figure 1 illustrates the crystal structure  of GaN. Wurtz-
ite GaN, InGaN and AlN epitaxial films are almost
always grown with either [0 0 0 1] or [0 0 0 1] normal to
the surface of the film. This orientation occurs on many
substrates, even when the substrate is amorphous. The

[0 0 0 1] orientation is known as Ga-face, while th
[0 0 0 1] orientation is known as N-face. Note tha
polarity is a bulk property, not a surface property. O
can imagine a situation where the nitrogen face of G
would be covered with a monolayer of gallium, but th
orientation of the crystal is unchanged. In this paper, 
will eschew the use of the term “termination” in favor o
the terms “capping” and “polarity”. [2]. “Termination”
is the term most often used in the literature o
zincblende surfaces to indicate the top layer or cappi
but is frequently used in the GaN literature to indica
polarity. 

The following sections review the techniques th
have been used to study polarity in GaN. A few resu
from our lab are also presented. 

2.1 XPS and Auger studies

The earliest attempt to study the polarity of GaN w
reported by Sasaki and Matsuoka. [3] They us
MOVPE to grow GaN on both faces of 6H-SiC. Film
grown on the C-face had a characteristic rough morph
ogy with large hexagonal crystallites, while films grow
on the Si-face had a smooth, featureless morpholo
They used X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)
probe the surfaces of films grown on two faces of Si
After studying energy shifts of the Ga core-levels, th
proposed that the film grown on the C-face was mo
easily oxidized, and thus likely to be Ga-face. They co
cluded that Ga-face GaN grows on C-face SiC and t
N-face GaN grows on Si-face SiC. The C-face SiC pr
duced films with morphology and photoluminescen
similar to that obtained on (0 0 0 1) sapphire under t
same conditions. Note that the measurements of Sa
et al. are not polarity measurements, but rather surf
 MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998). 1
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chemistry measurements, and therefore their polarity
determinations should be given less weight than more
direct measurements.

Khan et al. [4] attempted to use Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES) techniques to determine the polarity of
GaN films grown by MOCVD with an AlN buffer layer.
This technique measures the composition of the top
~10Å of the film weighted by the escape probabilities of
the Auger electrons. Their calculations indicated that N
and  Ga “terminated” surfaces should have N/Ga peak
ratios of 0.82 and 1.14, respectively. Based on their
measured N/Ga ratio of 1.05, they concluded that their
films were N-“terminated”. As discussed in the intro-
duction, “termination” is not the same as polarity. An
Auger measurement will indeed be sensitive to the cap-
ping, but insensitive to the polarity. Note that since this
experiment measured only surface properties, there was
no particularly good justification for the assignment Ga
rich face⇔Ga-face (0 0 0 1).

A similar experiment to that of Khan et al. was done
in the author’s laboratory. [5] GaN films were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on 2 faces ([0 0 ±1]) of
LiGaO2. The crystal structure of this material is an
oxide with a cation superlattice in the wurtzite structure,
resulting in an orthorhombic space group. Epitaxy of
GaN on LiGaO2 has been studied because of its good
lattice match to GaN. [6] [7] [8] [9] The 〈0 0 1〉 direction
in LiGaO2 corresponds to the 〈0 0 0 1〉 direction in GaN.
The piezoelectric effect (See Appendix 1) was used to
determine the LiGaO2 polarity. The substrate was bro-
ken in two, and GaN films were grown by plasma-MBE
with no buffer layer on both sides of the LiGaO2 simul-
taneously. A 2x reconstruction was observed on GaN
grown on the (0 0 1) (Li,Ga-face) of LiGaO2 ; no recon-
struction was observed on the other face. Figure 2 shows
Auger spectra for the NKLL   and GaLMM  peaks from the
GaN grown on the  (0 0 1) (Ga,Li-face) and on the  O-
face of LiGaO2. The N/Ga peak ratio for the GaN grown
on the Li,Ga-face was 2.47±0.05, while that on the O-
face was between 2.17±0.05. Based on the electrostatics
of the interfaces, one would expect that N-face GaN
should grow on O face LiGaO2.   In a second growth run
using identical growth conditions we grew GaN on
ScMgAlO4 and sapphire. The N/Ga Auger peak ratio
was  2.08 for the film on sapphire and 1.94 for the film
on ScMgAlO4. These films displayed the 3x reconstruc-
tion we commonly observed for films grown without
AlN buffer layers. According to Khan’s method, the
similarity of Auger peak ratios to those measured on
films grown on Li,Ga-face LiGaO2 would indicate that
these films are Ga-face, but the RHEED patterns suggest
that the surface structure may be different. Given the

large variations from run to run, it seems that surfa
stoichiometry may be an unreliable indicator of film
polarity.

A much more sophisticated technique was employ
by Seelmann-Eggebert and co-workers [10] to study 
polarity of smooth MOCVD grown films and the two
faces of a bulk crystal obtained from crystal growers
UNIPRESS in Poland. They used a technique cal
hemispherically scanned x-ray photoelectron diffractio
(HSXPD), in which the diffraction of a photoemitted
electron from surrounding atoms is analyzed. The te
nique is somewhat surface sensitive, but since it m
sures relative atom positions, it is a much more dire
polarity determination than the techniques discuss
above.  Bulk crystals of GaN with the platelet grow
habit have large (0001) facets. As grown, one side
very smooth, the other side is rough. [11] On anneali
at 600°-900° in H2 + NH3, the rough side becomes
smooth and the smooth side becomes rough. [11]  T
HSXPD results strongly indicate that the initiall
smooth side of the GaN crystal is N-face and the rou
side is Ga-face. The smooth MOCVD samples analyz
in Ref.  [11] were found to be Ga-face. 

We will designate the bulk crystal assignment in re
erence  [10] as the first item in the “standard fram
work” presented in Section 3.

2.2 TEM Evidence

The first polarity determination for a nitride semicon
ductor using transmission electron microscopy was do
by Ponce et al.  [12], for epitaxial films grown b
MOCVD on Si-face SiC. They examined lattice image
of the interface and studied the bond-length distributio
in the interface layer. They differed with the work o
Sasaki et al. [3] by concluding that the configuration 
the interface was Al-face AlN on Si-face SiC. A subs
quent ab initio study of AlN on SiC [13] supported
Ponce’s assignment.

For reasons that will become clear below, the “sta
dard framework” (Section 3) follows Ponce’s assig
ment for polarity of GaN on SiC. Thus Sasaki
assignment is “anti-standard”.

The first attempts by transmission electron micro
copists to use convergent beam electron diffracti
(CBED) to determine the polarity of GaN single crysta
were made by groups at Lawrence Berkeley Lab [1
and Xerox PARC and University of Bristol [15], both in
collaboration with the crystal growers at UNIPRESS.  
reference  [15] by Ponce et al., the smooth face is in
cated to be Ga-face (anti-standard),  while in referen
[14] by Liliental-Weber et al., it is indicated to be N
face, consistent with the determination made by HSXP
[10]. There are no differences in the way these tw
2  MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998).
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groups interpreted their data, so it is not clear why the
results from the two groups were different. 

Attempts have also been made to use CBED to
determine the orientations of epitaxial films.  Ponce et
al. [15] examined smooth MOCVD films grown on sap-
phire with a low temperature GaN buffer layer and
reported them to be Ga-face [15]. Rouvière et al. [16]
studied MOCVD films with various growth conditions.
They reported that the smooth films typically obtained
with a low temperature buffer layer are predominantly
Ga-face, in agreement with Ponce et al., but that films
grown directly on sapphire were predominantly N-face.
The N-face GaN tends to form hexagonal pyramids with
flat tops (or mesas) containing many inversion domains,
one of which is situated at the center. Vermaut et al. [17]
reported a detailed CBED study of smooth morphology
GaN and AlN films grown on Si-face 6H-SiC. They
show that the Ga-face GaN and Al-face AlN is obtained
on this substrate, in agreement with Ponce et al.. [12]

All three of the CBED determinations for GaN films
agree that MOCVD GaN films with smooth morphology
are Ga-face, strongly suggesting that  Sasaki et al. [3]
misassigned the Ga and N faces for films on SiC.  Based
on this agreement, the third element of the “standard
framework”  (Section 3) is that MOCVD films with hex-
agonal pyramidal morphology are N-face, while most of
the films with smooth morphology are Ga-face.

It should be noted here that while an absolute deter-
mination of polarity can be tricky using  TEM tech-
niques, relative orientations, and thus inversion
domains, can be determined reliably. Cherns observed
filamental inversion domains in  high quality MOCVD
material and identified the nature of the domain bound-
aries.  [18] [19]  Romano et al. [20] studied inversion
domains in films grown by a variety of techniques and
found that their density depended on the growth tech-
nique and on the treatment of substrate prior to growth.
ECR-MBE films grown on substrates nitrided before
growth of the low temperature buffer layer were found
to have 50% coverage of inversion domains. Romano
and Myers  [21] showed that inversion domains can con-
tribute to very rough surface morphology. 

2.3 Ion Beam Evidence

Daudin et al. [22] reported a Rutherford backscattering
ion channeling technique to study polarity in GaN films.
Channels along a [0 1 1 2] direction are lined by
(0 1 1 1) planes that contain one type of atoms on one
side of the channel and the other type of atoms on the
other side. Backscattering spectra obtained by tilting the
incident ion beam by an angle of +0.6° or -0.6° around
this  channel are asymmetric, indicating the positions of
the Ga and N planes and thus the polarity of the crystal.
When applied to single crystals, this technique should

be highly reliable, and the reliability will degrade with
the crystallinity of the film. Daudin et al. studied th
same films as reference  [16] and got consistent pola
determinations, Ga-face for smooth films and N-face 
films with hexagonal mesas. A similar study by Craw
ford [23] found that films grown by ammonia-MBE with
AlN buffer layers were also Ga-face.

Time-of-flight scattering and recoil spectroscop
(TOF-SARS) has been used by a group at University
Houston [24] [25] to study the surface composition a
structure of GaN films grown by MOCVD. Although
this technique is surface sensitive and may depe
somewhat on the surface preparation, it measures ra
directly the shadowing of gallium atoms by nitroge
atoms, and thus the polarity of the film at the surface.
a film with smooth morphology and nucleated with a
AlN buffer layer, the Houston group found strong ev
dence for a N-face surface [24], contrary to the pres
paper’s “standard framework”. In a second paper [2
they found that the films grown could have either N-fa
or Ga-face. The N-face surface had much more hyd
gen and was much less reactive than the Ga-face. 
not understood what determined the polarity of the tw
types of films, since the preparation conditions we
nominally identical. If these results are correct, then
must be possible to produce by MOCVD films of N-fac
GaN on sapphire of comparable smoothness to the u
Ga-face films. Another possibility is that the surfac
preparation for the TOF-SARS, which involves sputte
ing, modifies the surface polarity or reconstruction.

2.4 Chemical Evidence

It is expected that  Ga-face  and N-face surfaces of G
should have quite different chemical properties. Weyh
et al.  [26] studied the etching of bulk single crystals a
MOCVD films in aqueous solutions of KOH and NaOH
They found that the smooth surfaces of GaN bulk cry
tals etched much more easily than the rough sid
MOCVD films with the two characteristic morphologie
(rough with hexagonal crystallites  and smooth) we
also tested. The rough films with hexagonal crystallit
etched much more easily than the smooth films, furth
linking the smooth film surface with the rough surfac
of bulk crystals. The ease of etching rough films may 
related to the finding of Sasaki et al. [3] that rough film
oxidize more easily. 

Sun and co-workers [27] studied the thermal stab
ity in hydrogen of GaN films grown by MOCVD on var
ious substrates. They found that films grown on Si-fa
SiC were stable in hydrogen even at 1000°C, but that
films grown on c-plane sapphire (which had the hexago
nal pyramid morphology) and a-plane sapphire were
strongly attacked. They used the anti-standard pola
 MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998). 3
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assignment of Sasaki et al. [3] to argue that Ga-face
films react more easily with H2. 

Figure 3 shows scanning electron micrographs of 2
GaN films grown by plasma-MBE on (111) silicon sub-
strates in our laboratory. [28] Figure 3a and figure 3b
show the as-grown morphology of films grown with (3a)
and without (3b) an AlN buffer layer. The film grown
with the buffer layer is very smooth, while the film
grown without a buffer layer is mostly smooth with hex-
agonally oriented facets. Figure 4a and figure 4b show
the same films after a 10 minute etch in a 1:10
KOH:H2O solution. The film grown without a buffer
layer is etched more rapidly. Figure 5a and figure 5b
show the surface morphology obtained by a 45 minute
900°C anneal of the films in a 1:9 H2:N2 (forming gas)
mixture. Here, the film grown on the AlN buffer layer is
more stable, but it accumulates gallium on the surface.
The film grown without a buffer layer turns into a
spongy mesh, with no gallium accumulation, almost as
if the film had a mixture of polarities, and one polarity
was completely sublimed. Based on these results, we
conclude that whichever assignment is correct, the
papers of Sun et al. and Weyher et al. use opposite
assignments.

Both these methods are relatively easy ways to
investigate the polarity of films. Based on the agreement
of HSXPD and 3 groups doing CBED, the “standard
framework” posits the less stable surface to be the N-
face. This is also consistent with the annealing behavior
of the bulk crystals [11]. The N-face may be less stable
because  nitrogen atoms at the N-face surface can more
easily combine in the extremely favorable reactions

2 GaN → N2 + 2 Ga(1) GaN + N → N2 +  Ga
(2)

 
A discussion of the relative stabilities of the two sur-

faces  is given by Rapcewicz et al. [29].

2.5 Substrate Studies

Another way to study the properties of films of different
polarity is to use polar substrates to produce films of
both polarities. We have already discussed experiments
comparing films grown on the two faces of LiGaO2 and
the two faces of 6H-SiC. In addition, similar experi-
ments have been done using ZnO and GaAs substrates.

GaN was grown on the 2 faces of ZnO by 2 groups.
The author’s group reported  [30] that the oxygen incor-
poration, the carrier concentration, and the Ga droplet
formation threshold were different for GaN films grown
on the two faces. Our polarity assignment indicated that
the oxygen incorporation and resistivity are higher for
the GaN grown on the O-face and Ga droplets form
more easily on the GaN grown on the Zn-face. Hamdani

et al. [31] found that GaN grown on the oxygen face h
more band-edge photoluminescence than films gro
on the Zn-face. This could be due to the different ox
gen incorporations reported in ref.  [30]. It should b
noted that polarity assignments in reference  [30] are
apparent conflict with other studies of ZnO surface mo
phology [32]

Growth of both cubic and hexagonal GaN on the G
and As- faces of (111)GaAs has been studied by a nu
ber of groups  [33] [34] [35] [36]. Nagahara et al. [33
found that the GaAs(111)B surface (As-face) resulted in
the highest growth rate by MOVPE. Both Hong et a
[34] and Yang et al. [35] found better quality zincblend
GaN on the GaAs(111)A surface (Ga-face). Cheng et a
[36] found the (111)B surface to be superior for MBE
growth, and in fact they report an inversion of the Ga
polarity on (111)A surfaces, resulting in N-face GaN o
both GaAs faces.

Baranowski et al. [37] reported results of MOCVD
GaN growth on the two faces of GaN bulk crystal
Growth on the smooth face resulted in a higher threa
ing dislocation density and a large concentration 
donors in the film. Growth on the rough face resulted
a much lower dislocation density, but a higher pinho
density.

2.6 Piezoelectric Effects

Perhaps the most direct way to measure the polarity o
GaN film would be to measure the sign of its piezoele
tric effect. This is usually quite difficult because of th
relatively high conductivity. Recently, however, mea
surements of heterojunction device structures ha
rather conclusively determined the dominant piezoele
tric polarity in some films. Unfortunately, the piezoelec
tric polarity and the crystallographic polarity have no
been conclusively linked. 

Bykhovski and co-workers [38] predicted that  th
piezoelectric effect at pseudomorphically straine
AlxGa1-xN/GaN heterojuctions can cause a larg
increase or decrease in the sheet density of the 2-dim
sion electron gas at a AlxGa1-xN/GaN interface.
Bykhovski and coworkers assumed that the relations
of the piezoelectric axes and the crystallographic axes
GaN had the same sense as found in other III-V se
conductors. (this is opposite to the framework we pr
pose in Section 3). With this assumption,  the 2-
electron density increases for N-face AlxGa1-xN-on-
GaN interfaces, and for Ga-face GaN-on-AlxGa1-xN
interfaces. The 2D electron gas is inhibited for Ga-face
AlxGa1-xN-on-GaN interfaces, and for N-face GaN-on
AlxGa1-xN interfaces. Asbeck and co-workers [39
obtained similar results, but used opposite assumptio
They showed data indicating that both MBE an
4  MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998).
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MOCVD grown layers had enhanced electron densities
at AlxGa1-xN-on-GaN interfaces. Asbeck et al. assumed
the opposite relationship of the piezoelectric axes and
the crystallographic axes (the same one used in our pro-
posed framework). A series of papers by Gaska and
coworkers  [40] [41] [42] explore some of the device
implications of the piezoelectric fields. Their data indi-
cate that MOCVD films can have Ga-polarity, N-polar-
ity, mixed polarity. 

Recent calculations of the piezoelectric coefficients
referenced to the crystallographic axes by Bernardini,
Fiorentini and Vanderbilt [43] have suggested that the
sign of the piezoelectric coefficients in AlN, GaN and
InN is the same as that found for ZnO and other II-VI
materials and opposite to those found for other III-V
materials. Thus, the experimental results in references
[39] [40] [41] [42] which are substantially in agreement,
would say that the films are typically Ga-face, as
assumed by Asbeck et al., rather than N-face, as
assumed by Gaska et al.. This assignment is item 5 in
the standard framework. (Section 3)

It should be noted that there are a number of compli-
cating factors for the device measurements. One is the
overall strain of the film. It has been shown that the
strain which remains in a film after growth can vary
from compressive to tensile, depending on the substrate
and on the details of the nucleation, growth and anneal-
ing conditions. [44] This will add a piezoelectric field
normal to the surface which can add or subtract to fields
resulting from interface strain. A second complicating
factor is the effect of the spontaneous polarization in the
wurtzite structure. [43] Unlike the zincblende structure,
the wurtzite structure allows the existence of a spontane-
ous polarization. In a bulk crystal, the spontaneous
polarization is typically inaccessible due to screening
charges, but in a heterostructure, the difference in the
polarization across a heterointerface will result in an
interface charge, even in the absence of strain. [45]
Finally, non-uniform strains can result in large devia-
tions from the predicted piezoelectric effects.

2.7 Surface Reconstructions as a Probe of 
Polarity

Two recent publications have established surface recon-
structions as a polarity indicator for GaN epitaxial films.
In the past, a variety of surface reconstructions have
been reported for the polar faces of wurtzite GaN,
including (2x2) [46] [47] [48] [49] [50], (4x4) [47],
“(3x2)” [50] [51] and (3x3) [52] [53].  Since surface
reconstructions are most easily observed by Reflection
High Energy Electron Diffraction(RHEED), a technique
used routinely in MBE, most reports of surface recon-
struction have made on MBE films. Interestingly, many
of the early reports were of films not grown directly on

sapphire; the most detailed studies have used MOC
grown GaN on SiC or sapphire. Reconstructions a
sometimes observed during growth depending on 
growth conditions. For example, Hacke and coworke
[46] mapped out a (1x1) to (2x2) transition whic
depended on the Ga/N ratio and temperature dur
growth. More complex reconstructions, such as (4x
[47] and (3x3) [53] are typically observed on cooling i
Ga rich conditions below 500°C. Most of the reported
reconstructions are based only on RHEED, and are t
more accurately described as 2x or 3x patterns. The
called “(3x2)” pattern, for example, could be a mixtur
of 2x and 3x patterns, and the (2x2) could be a mixtu
of (1x2) and (2x1). In our lab, we have made LEE
observations of a 6x pattern which was revealed to b
(3√3 x 3√3)R30° reconstruction.

In this confusing environment, the recent papers 
Smith et al. [54] [55] on STM investigations of GaN su
face reconstructions has been an important advan
Smith et al. observe what they believe to be the  (00)
(N-face) surface of a GaN film grown on sapphire b
MBE. They observe (1x1), (3x3), (6x6) and c(6x12) su
face reconstructions, depending on temperature and
coverage. [54] Using MOCVD films as substrates 
produce surface they believe to be Ga-face, and obse
2x2, 5x5 6x4 and 1x1 reconstructions at various temp
atures. [55] Smith et al. made a polarity assignme
based on first-principals calculations of surface sup
structures which is consistent with the “standard fram
work” of the present paper [54], and supported th
assignment with etching measurements [55].

The results of Smith et al. have been further tied
polarity assignments for bulk crystals by Held an
coworkers  [56] who examined films grown on bot
(0001) and (0001) faces of bulk GaN. They observe th
reconstructions mapped out by Smith et al. on t
smooth side of a GaN plate-like bulk crystal, presum
to be N-face, and they find 1x and 2x reconstructions
the “rough” side of the crystal.  Thus we can add an ite
to the “standard framework” for GaN polarity: The
clean GaN N-face can be identified by a series of surf
reconstructions as described by Smith et al.. The cle
Ga-face is characterized by a 2x reconstruction. So
groups report an intense 2x2 during growth of the G
face, whereas others can only see this 2x2 during gro
interrupts. 

Since RHEED patterns with reconstructions ha
often been reported, the standard polarity assignm
can be interlocked with the other standard framewo
items. Figure 6 shows RHEED patterns observed for 
films of figure 3 which were later etched and heated. W
find that films which display a strong 3x RHEED patte
are easy-etching, while films which display a strong 
RHEED pattern are hard-to-etch. Results of Van Hove
 MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998). 5
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al.  [39] [48] [57]  and Li et al. [58] link the 2x recon-
struction to enhanced 2-d electron gasses at AlGaN/GaN
interfaces. 

It should be cautioned that the effects of hydrogen
on surface reconstructions need to be carefully investi-
gated. Calculations by Rapcewicz et al. [29] suggest that
hydrogen on either N-face or Ga-face surfaces could
result in a 2x2 reconstruction.

3 The Standard Framework

Our discussion above has led us to a set of interlocked
characteristics of the two polar (000±1) surfaces of
GaN. They are interlocking because if one assignment is
wrong, all the others are probably wrong, too. That pos-
sibility cannot be categorically ruled out, and as dis-
cussed above, there are “anti-standard” results that still
deserve serious attention.

The characteristics of the polar faces of GaN are as
follows: 
1. The smooth side of an un-doped, as-grown GaN
plate-like bulk crystal is N-face and the rough side is
Ga-face.
2. Ga-face GaN grows on Si-face SiC and N-face GaN
grows on C-face SiC.
3. Films with hexagonal pyramidal morphology grown
on sapphire are N-face. Smooth films grown by
MOCVD are usually Ga-face.
4. The Ga-face of GaN is chemically more stable than
the N-face. KOH and NaOH solutions will etch the N-
face but not the Ga-face. The N-face will decompose
rapidly at 900°C in hydrogen.
5. The relationship of the piezoelectric and crystallo-
graphic axes in GaN is like that in ZnO, so that the Ga-
face AlxGa1-xN-on-GaN interface has an enhanced 2-
dimensional electron density. (See figure 7(a).)
6. The clean GaN N-face can be identified by a series
of surface reconstructions between 100°C and 300°C
which include a (3x3) reconstruction. 2x reconstructions
are frequently observed on the clean Ga-. 
 With this framework in place, we will now proceed to
use the framework to discuss a few polarity-related
issues in nitride semiconductor research.

3.1 Polarity and Crystal Growth

It is well known that polarity has strong effects on crys-
tal growth of GaN. The asymmetric habit of bulk crys-
tals is perhaps the plainest indication of this. What has
been less clear are the precise processes which manifest
the polarity.

GaN is somewhat unusual in that it is typically
grown in conditions in which it is not particularly stable.
Thus decomposition rates play an unusually important
role in processes such as epitaxial growth. [59] Many of
the polarity dependent phenomena are thus more easily

explained in terms of the relative decomposition rat
than in terms of formation rates. As discussed above, 
N-face decomposes more easily than the Ga-face, 
this should depend on temperature and the chem
potentials of the constituent atoms (and probably 
hydrogen). First-principles calculations of decompos
tion rates for different surfaces could shed a lot of lig
on these phenomena.

3.1.1 Bulk Crystals
According to our framework, during growth of GaN
bulk crystals from solution, the N-face is in contact wi
the Ga solution, and the Ga-face is exposed to a ni
gen-rich atmosphere. Based on the various surface 
bility and annealing measurements that have been d
[11] [27], if the situation were reversed, the cryst
would decompose.

Recent experiments have shown that the surfa
morphology of bulk crystals is changed upon doping 
magnesium [60].

3.1.2 MOCVD
Smooth epitaxial films grown by MOCVD seem to b
mostly Ga-face, although hexagonal pyramidal hilloc
are N-face. This could be a simple consequence of 
relative stability of polar (1 0 1 1) and (1 0 1 1) surfaces. 

3.1.3 Ammonia MBE
We have observed both 3x and 2x RHEED patterns
GaN grown by ammonia MBE. We observe a large d
ference (10-20x smaller for 3x) in the growth rate. Th
is likely to be due to a high decomposition rate for th
N-face materials at the high growth temperatures 
use. 

In general, MBE may be the best technique for pr
ducing N-face films. MBE can be done at very low tem
peratures, and the typical problem is not enou
nitrogen rather than too much.

3.1.4 Layer Nucleation
It is typical that growth of GaN on sapphire is succes
fully accomplished only after painstaking optimizatio
of nucleation conditions, which are the subject of mu
discussion and lore. This is not so surprising in the co
text of our polarity discussion, since sapphire is n
polar. To grow a unipolar film, tricks must be played 
weed out the undesired polarity.

One step that has been observed to have a la
effect on film properties on sapphire is the nitridation 
the sapphire before growth. [61] De Felice and Northr
[62] have calculated energies for different surface co
figurations of aluminum nitride bilayers on sapphir
They find that two structures with different AlN polari
ties are possible, but that only the Al-face structure
stable under typical growth conditions. They argue th
the role of the pre-nitridation is to establish the polari
on the surface.
6  MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998).
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A second step that has been described as “crucial” to
the growth of good GaN on sapphire is the high-temper-
ature anneal of a low temperature buffer layer. (An
excellent discussion of this process is given in reference
[63]). Since the two polarities of GaN are known to have
different decomposition rates [11] [27], an important
process happening during this step may be the elimina-
tion of the N-face nuclei.

3.2 Polarity and Devices

We briefly discuss the implications of the polarity
assignment for devices. Figure 7 shows the effect of the
strain induced electric field for a heterostructure FET,
for a single quantum well, and double heterostructure
diode.

3.2.1 FET’s
The standard framework implies that normal hetero-
structure FET’s must be grown on Ga-face material.
This is fortunate, since one of the most attractive sub-
strates for high-power applications is SiC. The best GaN
films on SiC are Ga-face on Si-face, according to our
assignment. The inverted structure, with a channel on
the growth surface side of a barrier, should work best on
N-face material. The only report to date of inverted
structure heterostructure GaN FET’s  [64] has come
from an MBE group.

3.2.2 Quantum Wells
Piezoelectric effects in InGaN/GaN quantum wells
have recently been a topic of wide interest. Takeuchi et
al. [65] discussed how the piezoelectric effect in con-
junction with screening  causes a blue shift (Stark effect)
with excitation in the luminescence from laser struc-
tures. They have not discussed what the sign of the
piezoelectric effect is, but by analogy to FET’s, we can
conclude that the piezoelectric effect pushes electrons to
the growth-surface side of the well and holes to the sub-
strate-side [66] as shown in figure 7(b), thus reducing
the oscillator strength [67] and increasing the laser
threshold. It may be that strong piezoelectric fields are
what reduces the efficiency of InGaN/GaN quantum
wells. Therefore, to make a green or red laser in this
material system, it may be necessary to grow on non-
polar surfaces or to find a way to apply a compensating
bias. In addition, measurements of the bias dependence
of the piezoelectric Stark effect should be able to deter-
mine film polarity. (This was done by Caridi et al. [68]
in the GaAs/AlGaAs system.) Iyechika et al.  [66]
reported that negative bias on the top electrode resulted
in a blue shift of the photoluminescence and used the
anti-standard assumption about the piezoelectric coeffi-
cients to conclude that their films were nitrogen-face.
Chichibu et al [69] have reported that in diode struc-
tures, the Stark effect seems not to be very important
under typical operating conditions, but that quantum

well photoluminescence was strongly quenched und
reverse bias. This suggests that the films are Ga-face
that the junction field is almost perfectly compensatin
the piezoelectric field in the quantum well.(figure 7(c
This also suggests that Ga-face n-on-p diodes (such
has been proposed for SiC substrates) won’t emit lig
due to lack of field compensation.

4 Conclusion

Since most polarity determinations for GaN have reli
on other polarity determinations in the literature, it h
been important to examine both the results and assu
tions of previous papers discussing polarity of nitride
A careful such examination finds that with only a fe
exceptions, the results which have been reported in 
literature are consistent with each other, even though 
discussions of these results make conflicting assum
tions. It is hoped that the present discussion will faci
tate a better understanding of the remainin
inconsistencies.
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APPENDICES

1 Sign conventions for the 
piezoelectric effect.

The piezoelectric constants for AlN, ZnO, and LiGaO2

have been accurately measured. However, piezoelec
measurements are typically made using a “practic
sign convention, as codified by an IEEE standard [7
In this convention, the piezoelectric “Z” axis is defined
such that the piezoelectric coefficient d33 is positive.
Thus, knowing the measured piezoelectric consta
gives us no information about the crystallograph
polarity of the crystal unless it is known independent
Bernardini et al. [43] have calculated piezoelectric coe
ficients referenced to the crystallographic axes, so 
can use their calculation to guide us in determining t
relation between the practical piezoelectric axes and 
crystallographic axes. Their results indicate that t
piezoelectric axis Z in GaN is parallel to the crystallo
graphic c-axis, i. e. z||[0 0 0 1]. So, if you press on the
cation (N, O) face of these crystals with the positive le
of a voltmeter, you will measure a positive voltage tra
sient with a time constant determined by the resistiv
and capacitance of the sample. To put it another way
 MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3, 11 (1998). 7
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you press on the Ga face of an insulating GaN crystal,
you induce a polarization that points out of the N face.
The electric field in the crystal points from the N face to
the Ga-face, so that test electron placed in the crystal
will be attracted towards the N-face.

The sense of the piezoelectric axes in AlN, GaN and
InN are the same as found for ZnO and other II-VI
materials(presumably including LiGaO2) and opposite
to those found for other III-V materials. The sign in
GaAs is opposite to that expected for a purely ionic
material. In addition to the polarization due to the dis-
placement of ions, there is also polarization of the oppo-
site sign due polarization of the ions themselves. In
GaAs, polarization of the ions dominates; in GaN, it is
ion displacement that dominates.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. The wurtzite crystal structure of GaN, showing t
conventions used to discuss its polarity. The size of the sphe
indicates the ionic radius; note that in diagrams which u
covalent radii, the gallium’s are bigger than the nitrogen’s. 
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Figure 2. Use of Auger to determine surface composition for
GaN films grown on two faces of LiGaO2. The N/Ga ratio is

larger for GaN grown on the O face ((001)) of LiGaO2. 

Figure 3a. SEM micrograph of a GaN film grown on an AlN
buffer layer on (111) Si. The smooth morphology is
characteristic of Ga-face material according to the standard
framework. 

Figure 3b. SEM micrograph of a GaN film nucleated direct
on a (111) Si substrate. The flat surfaces and hexagonal face
are characteristic of N-face material according to the stand
framework..  

Figure 4a. SEM micrograph of the  sample of figure 3a , af
etching in 1:10 KOH:H2O for 10 minutes. The overall etch rate

was very small, <10Å/min; the principal effect is the decoratio
of the microstructure. 

Figure 4b. SEM micrograph of the  sample of figure 3b, af
etching in 1:10 KOH:H2O for 10 minutes. The overall etch rate

was higher than in figure 4a, about 100Å/min.  
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Figure 5a. SEM micrograph of the  sample of figure 3a, after
annealing in forming gas for 45 minutes at 900°C. The nodules
are gallium. 

Figure 5b. SEM micrograph of the  sample of figure 3b, after
annealing in forming gas for 45 minutes at 900°C. Note the
spongy network that remains. 

Figure 6a. RHEED pattern from GaN, along the 〉1120〈
azimuth for sample B, showing a strong 2x reconstruction. T
reconstruction is associated with Ga-face GaN in the stand
framework. This pattern is obtained by cooling  the film o
Figure 3a to about 400°C after growth . A fraction of a
monolayer of Ga is then deposited in vacuum. 

Figure 6b. RHEED pattern from GaN, along the 〉1120〈
azimuth for sample B, showing a weak 3x reconstruction. T
reconstruction is associated with N-face GaN in the stand
framework. This pattern is obtained by cooling to about 300°C
after growth of the film  of figure 3b. 

Figure 7. Band diagrams for “standard framework” Ga-fa
heterostructures.   
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